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SOME PROPERTIES OF STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL EQUATION OF A MIXED VOLTERRA-STIELTJES AND ITO TYPE
This paper proves the existence and pathwise unicity of solutions of stochastic integral equations of the following form under appropriate conditions on a family B(t), t e R , of processes of finite variation, a semimartinagle X and operators G,H. Namely to ensure the existence and unicity of a global solution (by a solution we mean a strong solution)
we assume certain continuity and smoothness property of a family B(t) and a suitable form of a Lipschitz condition on G,H. Definitions and lemmas which lead to a main result (i.e. Theorem 12) are given in the first part of a paper. The second part is devoted to a proof of this theorem only. In the next one we consider the problem of existence of a solution under weakened assumption on operators G and H. Namely the possibility of occurence of explosions and/or oscillations of a solution is examined. For related results we refer to the recent paper of H. Doss and E.Lenglart [3] (see also P.Protter [11] ). At last in the final section we give examples and counterexamples. [2] and P.Protter [12] ). Throughout this paper we frequently refer to his results as well as to their proofs.
On the other side several authors (including W.Padgett, C.Tsokos [10J, [13] , W. Padgett [9] , A. Lee, W.Padgett [5] ) studied random integral equations of Volterra type (3) Z t = U t + J k(t,u)• f(a 1 Z u ) du tO.t] with the stochastic kernel k. Apparently equations (1) encompass those of forms (2) and (3). In this connexion we intend to generalize previous results concerning equation (3) (e.g. Theorem 3.3 of [10J -let us mention however that this theorem deals with second order stochastic processes continuous in quadratic mean while we consider arbitrary cadlag processes) and, loosely speaking, unify tnem with the corresponding theorems relating to equation (2) (namely Theorem 1a) of [4] and Theorem 2 of [3]).
Definitions and introductory results
Let acj -00 ,0] be a fixed number. We write I" to dea note an interval [a, 00 [ of the real line. We are given a probability space ^»•'"»^t^tel with an increasing faa mily (^J of sub-ff-fields of & satisfying the usual conditions (for the general theory of processes we refer to C.Dellacherie [1]). For arbitrary stopping times R,S of the family we denote [r,8[ = | (w,t) 6 Q X I a : R(w) «t < S(u)
In a similar manner are defined I R,S i and J R,SC. We deal with the real processes Z = Z^.(oj) defined on I a x£2, adapted with respect to the family and cadlag (i.e. for almost every w a sample path is finite, right continuous function and has a finite left hand limit at each point). Let Z denote the class of such processes. The following class of operators that maps Z into itself has been introduced by M. we abridge HZ" = = (HZ)"). The process HZ" is left continuous, hence predictable and locally bounded, thus the Ito stochastic integral, as defined in [6] , exists for each t e R . Moreover we may choose the cadlag version of the adapted process
x R x xQ--R cl + 3: (u,t,w)--B (t,co), is called a system of processes of finite variation (or briefly a system in the sequel) iff 3(t) belongs to X and is a process of finite variation for each t 6 R .
-997 -For any system B and process Z e Z we introduce an adapted process Z°B : R + x £2--R, which is defined as follows (Z-B) t = / Z u dB u (t). Ca.tJ Since Ito and Stieltjes integrals with respect to a process of finite variation which is, at the same time, a semimartingale,coincide,we have (Z= B) t = (Z.B(t)) t .
How we are in position to formulate the definitions of considered in this paper equation and its solution.
Definition 2.
Assume that U eZ , G,H zX (X). Furthermore let B be a system of processes of finite variation and X be a semiLmartingale. Then the stochastic integral equation A process Z t Z is said to be a solution of the equation (4) for arbitrary Z e X and stopping times R,S.
Let us introduce the following processes (random variables resp.)
A S Z = Z S -Z S " (AST = Zs-Zs_),
110)
A lH ' Si Z = Z S -Z R (^HfS,4 -ZS-ZR),
where Z e Z and B,S are stopping times. Definition 6. Let B be a x-cadlag system.
If the process [B]:
La, t] is locally bounded then the system B is called regular. Proposition 7.
Assume that B is a regular system. Then for each Z e X , the process Z •> B belongs to % .
Proof.
For any regular system B the process Z »B apparently has almost every sample path finite and is adapted. Thus it remains to show that it is cadlag. Assume at the moment that processes Z and [B] are bounded. Namely suppose that there exists N'e f, N c H' , such that P(N') = 0 and for u>e£?\N' sample paths of Z ([B]) are bounded by M^ (M 2 resp.). Let t >0 be an arbitrary positive number. We claim that for each fixed t e fi +l there exists 6 >0 such that | (Z n Bj g -(Z o B) t |< t if se] t,t+i[. To show that observe first that
Since B is assumed to be i -cadlag, taking into account that for each s«] t,oo[t® = s (cf. Def.5) and the process B (8) (11) a^
Since the sample path of a process Z is right continuous for cjei?'\K' and U^ is a finite sequence there exists a>0 such that (12) max ( |Z"-ZJ )<e /3M?.
Since for arbitrary positive » we may choose 6^ > 0 to ensure inequalities "i^Di^'n^.V 0 '
for s e ] t,t+<5.,[t we have by (11) and (12) 
Z-Z).(T s B(s)-B(t)))t (!T S Z-Z)'B(t))t
Denote by ¡«^ ( We shall briefly say that F satisfy Liploc(k£)(Lip(Kp)) condition if F has the property described in Def.8 (Def.9 resp.). To ensure the existence of a global solution of equation (4), we impose the following smoothness property of a system B. Definition 10.
A system B is said to besmooth iff for each c >0 there exists a sequence of stopping times such that the random variable Then B is a regular and smooth system.
Proof. The justification of the above assertion can be achieved by standard arguments.
Remark. The case (iii) of the above proposition corresponds to the Volterra random integral equation, considered e.g. in [9], [10J and [13J. Theorem 12. Assume that: (i) B is a regular and smooth system of processes of finite variation, (ii) X is a semimartingale, U belongs to Z , (iii) functions G,Ht*U) and satisfy Lip(Kg) , Lip(Kjj) conditions. Then there exists a unique in Z solution of the equation (4).
The unicity means that if Z^are two distinct solution then (Z^-Z2)* = 0 a.s. Notice that the assumed Lipschitz condition is global in the phase space, therefore no explosion (cf [3], [11] We shall prove the lemma in the case X = 0 only. To remove this additional assumption it suffices to combine the below steps with the (slightly modified) corresponding ones in the proof of the Lemma 3 in [4] .
Since 9P is a Banach space, we only need to show that the function J: X-^Z defined by equality
is a contraction cn 9 P .
According to the definition of a class X (Z) We conclude that an operator J maps 9^ into itself and has a contraction property. In view of the Banach fixed point theorem the assertion of the lemma is valid.
The following lemma is a counterpart of the Lemma 4, [4] . It enables us to extend a solution on a greater stochastic interval if certain assumptions are satisfied* Lemma 14. Let G(H) satisfies Lip(Kg) (Lip(K R ) resp.) condition, processes Gd> and H(D belong to 9 p . Suppose for a stopping time S there exists a finite constant k c such that condition (20) 
Proof.
Once again we confine ourselves to the case X = To begin with v/e replace the equation stopped at R-by the equation stopped at fi. Namely let
By virtue of properties of stochastic integral and the class X(Z) (23) is equivalent to As Y = D + one should notice that to prove the assertion of the lemma it remains to show that there exists a unique (in 9P) process D. To obtain this we will use the function GeOC (x) defined as follows (26) G(Z) = GfZ+M^J-GiM 3-), ZeZ .
Clearly G satisfies Lip(Kg) condition, also G© = By (23) and (25) 
]R,St u + (GYnB) S-_ (G{I|B-). B[H] )S^
Substituting the formula for G into (27) we get
One can easily check that the process U belongs to Moreover by the remark placed after Proposition 7 we have
Using the definition of a class X {%) and formula (25) we derive GD R~= Gin 1 *") 1 *" = ®.
Consequently D satisfies D = U+iGD-^^B^^Jlj^sj-^GD-.J^^B-fS)) . It can be verified that if we put P^ = E? A R , for n = 1,2,... and i = 0,1,...,n (for each fixed n) then conditions (a)-(c) with R n replaced by ? n = P^ and inequalities (29)- (30) with Si? replaced by hold (however in (29) instead of 4/5 we must write 8, 6) . Therefore if we choose a = 1/4n, /3= 1/32c p n then according to Lemma 14 (applied n times for each fixed n) we state that for each n the equation stopped at P -
n has a unique solution Z n in Notice that since P^ ^ 0 a.s. for arbitrary n, a solution of the equation stopped at PQ-is evidently Since P too a.s. and (Z n+1 ) n = Z n there exists a n Pprocess ZeZ such that Z n = Z n for each n. To oheck that this process is the searched solution observe that for each e > 0 the stopping time V = inf {t > a : | Z t -{U t +(GZ-B) t +(HZ"*X) t )e| satisfies V > P" for each n and thus V = oo a.s. n Now let us cheok the unicity of a solution. Assume, on the contrary, that Z,% are two distinct solutions. We claim that there exists the common sequenoe of stopping times satisfying W" ^ P ", n e N, such that the stopped processes W -W -Z , Z belong to Ç p . Since they are in addition solutions of the same stopped at W n -equation, by what precedes we state that .they coincide. Namely put for n = 1,2,...
and observe that W / <*» as n tends to <*> . Since for each W -Wn n (Z n -Z ) =0 a.s. we deduce that (Z-Z) = 0 a.s. as well. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Explosions and oscillations of solutions
This section deals with the behaviour of solutions of stochastic integral equations of a mixed Volterra-Stieltjes and Ito type under weakened assumptions on a system B and/or operators G,H. The first result is the required counterpart of of the Theorem 2 of H. Doss and E.Lenglart [3] . Theorem 15.
We preserve the assumptions of the Theorem 12 except for (iiij which is replaced by (iii) functions G,H belongs to 3C (x) and satisfy Li Pi 0C ( K (j)» Lip-, (k5) resp., conditions.
Then there exists a predictable stopping time V and a cadlag process Z on [a,Vl[ such that a) for arbitrary stopping time S, S < V, a process Z S belongs to Z and satisfies equation ( Proof.
The proof is merely a modification of that given in the last mentioned paper [3] and therefore is omitted.
In the next proposition a more specific problem is considered.
Proposition 16. Let R be a stopping time. Let the assumptions of Theorem 15 be satisfied except for (i) which is replaced by (i) ' there, exists a sequence Rk, of stopping times, R^/ R a.s., such that for each k a system B^ is regular and smooth.
In addition assume that U R = U, X R = X and BJ As U belongs to a class 7L and a system B as well as a semimartingale X are stopped at R. this implies
Moreover by the unicity we have is predictable. It i-s easily seen that V=V A R 2 and thus the predictability of the stopping time V is now evident.
The equality (32) we obtain in virtue of (33) Assume that (Z,V) and (Z,V) are two pairs satisfying the assertions of the proposition. Let the sequence P n (P fl ) foretells the predictable stopping time V (V resp.). Then the sequence of stopping times S n = P n A ? n A R n A inf { * fe V l z a M 2 tl> n } satisfies S < V A f a.s. and tends to V A V as n tends n to oo . Therefore by (32)
n for each n t N and the same equality holds for a process Z. If we replace S n by S n~ in (34) we may assume that U n '
belongs to and deduce that equation (34) 
